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All-oxide model-composite electrodes were established consisting of a thin, micropatterned, electronically
conducting oxide, which acts as a current collector, and a thin film of gadolinia-doped ceria, which is an electro-
chemically highly active mixed conductor under reducing atmospheres. The choice of the current collecting ox-
ides was based on their electronic conductivity assessed by measurements of thin films using the van der Pauw
method. Lanthanum and niobiumdoped strontium titanate aswell as alumina doped zinc oxide,were investigat-
ed this way in a humid hydrogen atmosphere. Promising materials were incorporated as a current collector into
model-composite microelectrodes and tested for their stability and efficiency in electrochemically activating the
microelectrode. Alumina doped zinc oxide, while being an excellent electron conductor, showed severe stability
problems at temperatures above 600 °C. However, a microelectrode with a current collector of niobium doped
strontium titanate (Sr0·9Ti0.8Nb0·2O3) performed comparable to an electrode with a Pt current collector and, ad-
ditionally, showed an improved tolerance to sulphur poisoning in a humid hydrogen atmospherewith 10 ppm of
hydrogen sulphide.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, the anode of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) consists of a
cermet structure, made up of a percolating network of a metallic nickel
phase and yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ). The nickel serves as a catalyst
for the fuel gas oxidation and provides electronic conduction, while the
oxide ions are transported via the YSZ to the electrochemically active
triple phase boundary (TPB) [1]. This setup is well researched and per-
forms admirably in the application case. However, an inherent draw-
back of using a metallic current collector is its limited redox stability,
restricting its application envelope to reducing atmospheres [2]. There-
fore, protectivemeasures, like applying a cathodic bias, have to be taken
to avoid oxidation during stand times [3].

Another issue with Ni/YSZ cermet anodes is their low tolerance for
sulphur containing gases like diesel reformate, natural gas or methane
from biogenic sources, which are important prospective fuels. Concen-
trations of a few ppm hydrogen sulphide in the feed gas are enough to
cause irreversible degradation, which is commonly referred to as sul-
phur poisoning [4–6].
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Both problems may be tackled by substituting nickel and YSZ with
different (particularly oxidic) materials [7–9]. Alumina doped zinc
oxide (AZO) and donor doped strontium titanate (STO) exhibit good
electronic conductivity and may be an alternative to nickel in terms of
current collection. On the other hand, gadolinia doped cerium oxide
(GDC) not only is a good oxygen ion conductor, but also shows electron-
ic conductivity in reducing atmospheres, which would allow an en-
larged reactive surface area compared to the TPB-active Ni/YSZ [10].
Additionally, GDC offers good catalytic activity towards hydrogen oxi-
dation [10,11], which is of high importance especially in a nickel-free
anode. Finally, both doped STO [5,12,13] and GDC [4–6,14] have been
discussed in literature for their higher sulphur poisoning tolerance
than Ni/YSZ based anodes.

In this study, thin films of the electron conducting oxides AZO, La-
doped STO, and Nb-doped STO were prepared and electrically charac-
terized in reducing atmospheres using the van der Pauw method [15].
The most promising materials in terms of electronic conductivity were
integrated as current collectors inmodel-compositemicroelectrodes to-
gether with gadolinia doped ceria as the electrochemically active phase.
Results of first experiments regarding the electrochemical performance
as well as the sulphur tolerance are presented for fully oxidic model-
composite microelectrodes with Nb-doped STO current collectors.
the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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2. Experimental

The PLD target for the AZO thin filmswas prepared by amixed oxide
route using ZnO and 2 wt% Al2O3 powder, both purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, USA. PLD-targets for the layers of GDC-20 were prepared from
20 mol% Gd2O3 doped CeO2 (Treibacher, Austria). The PLD targets for
the doped STO titanate thin films were also prepared by the mixed
oxide route, using La2O3, Nb2O5 and SrCO3 all purchased from Sigma Al-
drich, USA in purities better than 99.99%. A KrF excimer laser (Coherent
Lambda Physics, Germany) operating atλ=248nmwith a pulse length
of 50 nswas used to ablate the targets. The distance between target and
substrate was fixed at 6 cm. The parameters for the ablation process are
listed in Table 1.

For van der Pauw measurements AZO layers were prepared on
9.5 mol% yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), while doped STO layers were
prepared on magnesia. Both substrates were polished 1 × 1 cm2 (100)
single crystals with a thickness of 0.5 mmpurchased from Crystec, Ger-
many. In-plane resistivitymeasurements of the thinfilmswere also per-
formed in a quartz tube. Four platinum needles were placed on top of
the thin film in the corners of a 10 × 10mm2 sample as close as possible
to the sample boundary to meet the prerequisites of the van der Pauw
method [15]. In case of the AZO layers additional 200 nm thick Pt layers
were deposited on the corners by magnetron sputtering (MED-020
coating system, Bal\\Tec, Germany) to improve the contact quality.
The quartz apparatus was uniformly heated in a tube furnace and tem-
perature was measured by means of an encapsulated type K thermoel-
ement positioned adjacent to the sample. A precision voltage source
(Keithley 2410) and a multimeter (Keithley 2000) were used during
the course of the measurements.

Premixed gases of ca. 2.5% H2 in Ar (ARCAL 10) and 200 ppm H2S in
ARCAL 10were purchased fromAir Liquide (Germany) in purities better
than 99.99%. Dilution of the concentrated hydrogen sulphide carrying
gas was realized by analog mass flow controllers. The H2S free ARCAL
10 was bubbled through deionized water at room temperature to
achieve a water to hydrogen ratio of about 1:1.

For preparation of model-composite electrodes current collectors
consisting of 100 nm thin Pt films on a 5 nm thick Ti adhesion layer
were both deposited by magnetron sputtering, while AZO, STO and
GDC layers were prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD), for the
employed parameters see Table 1. Micro-patterning of the current col-
lectors and the GDC layers was done using photolithography with sub-
sequent Ar ion beam etching in a vacuum chamber. Details on the size
and shape of the obtainedmicroelectrodes are shown in the results sec-
tion. Counter electrodes were prepared by applying Pt paste (Gwent
Electronic Materials, UK) on the back side of YSZ single crystals.

EDX spectra were recorded on a Quanta 200 scanning electron
microcsope (FEI, The Netherlands).

Impedance spectra were recorded using an Alpha-A high-perfor-
mance frequency analyzer (Novocontrol, Germany) in the frequency
range of 1MHz to 50mHzwith an ac signal of 10mV root-mean-square.
Impedance measurements were performed in a micro-contact setup on
a heating stage (Linkam, UK), which allowed variable gas atmospheres,
except the sulphur poisoning experiments on model-composite elec-
trodes, which were done in a symmetrically heated three-terminal
micro-contact setup. Both setups are described in detail in Ref. [16].
Table 1
Parameters for the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) process of the preparation of AZO, doped
STO (LST-19, LST-46, STN 982) and GDC-20 thin films. Distance between target and sub-
strate was fixed at 6 cm, the temperature was controlled by a pyrometer.

Target material
Laser energy
[mJ]

Laser pulse
rate [Hz]

Substrate
temperature [°C]

pO2

[mbar]

AZO 250 10 25 2 × 10−2

Doped
STO/GDC-20

400 5 650 4 × 10−2
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Choice of oxidic current collectors

AZO could not be grownon insulating substrateswith sufficent qual-
ity, but good growth results could be achieved on YSZ single crystals.
The electronic conductivity of AZO thin films on YSZ in reducing atmo-
spherewasmeasured by the van der Pauwmethod. Ionic current contri-
butions from the substrate can safely be neglected, since at lower
temperatures the ionic conductivity of YSZ proved to be more than
five orders of magnitude smaller than the electronic conductivity of
AZO. In Fig. 1 the conductivities of two 500 nm thick layers of AZO are
plotted, each measured in a different temperature range. Up to a maxi-
mum temperature of about 620 °C, see squares in Fig. 1, the conductivity
is fairly constant between the heating (closed squares ■) and cooling
part (open squares □) of the cycle. Furthermore, the absolute values
of the conductivity in excess of 1000 S/cm are very high for an oxide,
though in a typical range of AZO thin films [17,18]. However, starting
at about 650 °C the AZO layer shows an irrversible conductivity degra-
dation by about two orders of magnitude to less than 20 S/cm. True
values might be even lower since here ionic contributions from current
in the YSZ substrate cannot be excluded. This conductivity drop is most
likely linked to zinc or zinc oxide evaporation, as evidenced by the EDX
spectra shown later in section 3.2.1 (Fig. 6b). As 650 °C is already on the
lower end of typical fuel cell operating temperatures of about 600 °C to
1000 °C [19], AZO may only (if at all) be a prospective alternative cur-
rent collector material for intermediate temperature SOFCs.

In Fig. 2 the conductivities of differently donor doped strontium tita-
nate thin films on magnesia substrates are plotted versus temperature.
The compositons, chosen from literature [20] due to their high reported
conductivies and easy availability of the raw materials, were:
Sr0.9Ti0.8Nb0.2O3 (STN-982) [21], La0·4Sr0.6TiO3 (LST-46) [22] and
La0.1Sr0.9TiO3 (LST-19) [23]. As expected, the higher donor concentra-
tion in LST-46 causes a significantly higher electrical conductivity com-
pared to LST-19. However, after heating to about 950 °C, the high
conductivities of LST-46 are not reproduced in the measurements
taken while cooling down. Besides the donor concentration, the electri-
cal conductivity of donor doped strontium titanates also very much de-
pends on the history of the sample, namely which oxygen partial
pressure it was exposed to at which temperatures [24]. All samples
were measured in a dry hydrogen atmosphere before the data was re-
corded in a humidified reducing atmosphere, plotted in Fig. 2. There-
fore, it is likely that the high conductivities of LST-46 during heating of
Fig. 1. Total conductivity measurements of two 500 nm thick AZO layers with 2 wt%
alumina doping deposited on YSZ single crystals using the van der Pauw method.
Measurements were performed in humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of
hydrogen to water of 1:1.



Fig. 2. Total conductivity measurements of 200 nm thick layers of n-doped strontium
titanate on magnesia single crystals using the van der Pauw method. Measurements
were performed in humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of hydrogen to water of
1:1. Abbreviations: STN-982 … Sr0·9Ti0.8Nb0·2O3; LST-46 … La0·4Sr0.6TiO3; LST-19 …
La0·1Sr0.9TiO3.
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the sample were in fact caused by retention of the higher conductivity
during the more reducing conditions of the pre-treatment.

The Nb doped STN-982 layer exhibits the highest conductivity of the
materials probed in this study in a temperature range relevant for SOFCs
of roughly 750 to 900 °C andwas consequently chosen for further inves-
tigations. In Fig. 3 additional conductivity measurements, labelled cycle
2 to 11, are compared to the data shown in Fig. 2, labelled cycle 1. The
second cycle is an exact repetition of cycle 1 with measurements first
in a dry and subsequently humidified hydrogen atmosphere. As with
LST-46, the conductivities recorded during heating the sample are sig-
nificantly higher than during the cool down part of the temperature cy-
cles 1 and 2. As before, the cause is most likely a retention of a higher
conductive state due to the previous reduction and a resulting higher
electron concentration [24]. However, already a lower conductivity of
an order of magnitude is observed in the second cycle compared to
the first one, aswell as a change in the temperature dependence despite
nominally identical pre-history. This already indicates a very high
Fig. 3. Multiple total conductivity measurements of a 200 nm thick layer of
Sr0.9Ti0.8Nb0·2O3 on a magnesia single crystal using the van der Pauw method.
Measurements were performed in humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of
hydrogen to water of 1:1. Previous to the measurements of cycle 1 and 2 the sample
was measured in a dry hydrogen atmosphere. Cycles 3 to 11 were recorded
consecutively without previous reduction in dry hydrogen, the arrow indicates a
successive decline in the conductivity.
sensitivity of the materials towards its pretreatment. Additional con-
ductivity data were recorded in temperature cycles 3 to 11 in a humid
hydrogen atmosphere to exclude any non-equilibrium conductivity
due to a previous reduction. The data agree very well with the cool
down part of cycle 2, hence, it can be concluded that the sample is
now fully equilibrated. However, a slower degradation of the conductiv-
ity, indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3, is observed. A very recent theoretical
study proposed a transition of Nb doped STO from electronic to vacancy
compensation upon oxidation by diffusion of Sr vacancies into the STO
bulk [25].While thismodelwas calculated for 1500K, some studies sug-
gest that the relevant processes may also be significant below 1100 K
[26–28] and might offer an explanation for the slow degradation en-
countered in the present work. Nevertheless, even after these conduc-
tivity decreases, STN-982 still remains the material with the highest
conductivity of the investigated titanate based materials.
3.2. Feasibility of oxidic current collectors in microelectrode experiments

For a meaningful interpretation of electrochemical measurements
on thin film microelectrodes, a homogeneous polarization of the com-
plete electrode has to be guaranteed. Cerium oxide is a moderate elec-
tronic conductor in reducing conditions [29], but its electronic
conductivity is insufficient to polarize a 200 nm thin film microelec-
trode of more than a few tens of microns in size [10,30]. Therefore, an
additional current collector phase is needed. The current collectors
used in this study all have a spacing smaller than 15 μm, which has
been shown to be more than sufficient [10]. In Fig. 4 the three different
model composite electrode types prepared on YSZ single crystals are
shown schematically: Electrode type A has a Pt current collector buried
beneath a GDC-20 thin film, shown in Fig. 4a); type B is prepared with
an oxidic current collector on top of the electrode, see Fig. 4b); while
type C has a buried Pt current collector as well as an oxidic one on top,
as plotted in Fig. 4c). The contacting setup is sketched in Fig. 4d).
3.2.1. AZO
Model composite microelectrodes of type B (see Fig. 4b), using AZO

with 2 wt% alumina doping as a current collector were prepared and
measured at 550 °C in a humid hydrogen atmosphere. In the inset of
Fig. 5 the exact shape of the current collector in the 395 × 160 μm2

sizedmicroelectrode is shown. Six impedance spectra taken in short in-
tervals on the same electrode are plotted in Fig. 5. Evenwithin this short
time of roughly 20min, a severe change of the shape of the low frequen-
cy semi-circle from fairly ideal to strongly depressed is observed. A
Kramers-Kronig analysis (details not shown) revealed severe non
steady state behaviour in the impedance data [31,32]. Therefore, no re-
liable fitting of the data is possible. In the corresponding optical micro-
graphs in the insets in Fig. 5 a pronounced colour change is visible in the
AZO current collector. Interestingly, the pristine electrodes next to the
measured one show no such alterations, confer Fig. 6a). Comparing
the EDX spectra of a neighbouring electrode with the degraded mea-
sured one (Fig. 6b)), a severe depletion of Zn is found, which can ac-
count for the degradation phenomena. Furthermore, the degradation
found in the van der Pauw experiments, see Fig. 1, is most likely caused
by a similarmechanism. It seems that AZOunder themeasurement con-
ditions is very close to its stability limit and the slight polarization either
due to thermo-electric effects of the asymmetrically heated setup [16]
in combination with the cooling effect of the Pt contacting tip or the
AC signal of the impedance spectrometer is enough to cause a fast deg-
radation. Eitherway, again it can be concluded that AZO is notwell-suit-
ed as a potential alternative oxidic current collector for SOFC anodes.
Moreover, due to the high reactivity of hydrogen sulphide with zinc
oxide, which is in fact used as a desulphurizing agent in hydrocarbon
purification [33], no sulphur tolerance measurements were performed
using AZO current collectors.



Fig. 4. Types ofmodel-compositemicroelectrodes used. a) Type A: 100 nm thick Pt current
collector on a 5 nmTi adhesion layer buried under 200 nm thick GDC-20 thin film. b) Type
B: 200 nm GDC-20 thin film with oxide current collector on top. The latter was either
100 nm AZO, or 200 nm STN-982. c) Type C: Combination of type A and B, buried Pt
current collector beneath a GDC layer and oxide current collector on top, only STN-982
was used in this configuration. d) Measurement setup of the microelectrode
measurements.
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3.2.2. STN-982
AZO showed an extraordinary high electronic conductivity in its sta-

bility regime, see Fig. 1, while STN-982 is a significantly worse
Fig. 5. Nyquist plots of electrochemical impedance spectra taken on a 395 × 160 μm2

electrode of type B, see Fig. 4b), with a 100 nm AZO current collector on a 200 nm GDC-
20 thin film. The width of the current collector fingers was 15 μm with a spacing of
11.7 μm. The degradation between spectrum 1 and 6 happened in a 20 min time span.
The optical micrographs in the inset highlight the colour change of the AZO current
collector from dark to bright during the measurements. Measurements were performed
at 550 °C in an asymmetrically heated setup in a gas atmosphere of humidified
~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of hydrogen to water of 1:1.
conductor; compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Nb doped STO is being considered
by several studies as a potential candidate for an oxide current collector
[34,35] and tests have been performed with porous composites [36,37].
While some authors concede that the long term stability needs addi-
tional studies, conductivities are generally presumed to be sufficient
[37]. Therefore, it is necessary to verify whether or not an STN-982 cur-
rent collector is able to transport charge also to the edges of the
contacted microelectrodes. The strategy to assess this is explained in
the following section.

In Fig. 7a) a schematic top view of a GDC model composite micro-
electrode with a grid-shaped current collector is plotted, which has
been contacted in the centre by a metal tip, cf. Fig. 4d) for a side-view
sketch of the same setup. One strip of the current collector in Fig. 7) is
magnified in Fig. 7b) and c) to highlight the charge transport, the per-
pendicular strips have been neglected for clarity. If the current collector
exhibits sufficient electronic conductivity or the diameter of the elec-
trode is small enough, the charge is transported across the entiremicro-
electrode and the complete GDC surface is active for the electrochemical
surface reaction. This case is sketched in Fig. 7b). However, should the
electronic conductivity of the current collector be insufficient or the di-
ameter of the microelectrode too large, then the electronic charge car-
riers will not reach the edges of the probed microelectrode and only a
fraction of the GDC surface will be electrochemically active. This case
is plotted in Fig. 7c). Both cases are described with the transmission-
line type equivalent circuit plotted in Fig. 7d): The electronic charge car-
riers travel along the upper rail representing the current collector (blue
region) and are converted into oxygen ions via the surface reaction
(green region). The oxygen incorporation reaction – in its simplest ap-
proximation – can be described by a parallel connection of the polariza-
tion resistance and the chemical capacitance of theGDC layer [38–40]. It
should be noted that the ionic transport in GDC above or below the cur-
rent collector, causes a feature in the medium frequency range of the
impedance spectrum [38]. However, since the surface resistance is
well separated, this effect is not relevant for our consideration and can
safely be neglected in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 7d). Once incorporat-
ed, the oxygen ions are transported to the counter electrode through the
YSZ bulk (red region).

Please note that the impedance of the counter electrode is neglected
in the circuit in Fig. 7d), which can reasonably be assumed due to the
size difference of at least 3 orders of magnitude compared to themicro-
electrode [41].

Typical impedance spectrameasured on a 300 μmdiameter compos-
ite microelectrode of type C, which are taken at different time intervals,
are shown in Fig. 8; the shape of the current collector becomes visible in
themicrograph inset. Given a good conductivity in the current collector,
the electronic rail can be considered as short-circuited and the rather
complex equivalent circuit in Fig. 7d) is simplified to the one shown in
Fig. 8. This circuit consists of a high frequency resistance RHF, which in-
cludes the total ionic resistance of the YSZ bulk (and the impedance
caused by ion transport in GDC either above or below the current collec-
tors, see above) in series with the total surface polarization resistance
Rsurf in parallel to the chemical capacitance of the whole GDC layer
Cchem. Only the low frequency parts from about 1 Hz to 50 mHz were
used for fitting, which did not vary for the different electrode types.
This part has been shown in previouswork to almost exclusively consist
of the parallel connection of the surface polarization resistance Rsurf

with the chemical capacitance Cchem [38–40].
In principle, the numerical value of the three elements Rsurf, Cchem

and the bulk YSZ resistance is a function of the probed area: The YSZ
bulk and surface resistance should scale inverselywith the activemicro-
electrode area. Keeping the thickness of electrodes constant the chemi-
cal capacitance is directly related to the electrodes area. Therefore, one
should be able to judge the sufficiency of the electronic conductivity
in the current collector by varying the microelectrode diameter and
check if the expected trends or deviations from a linear correlation are
observed.



Fig. 6. a) Optical micrograph of 395 × 160 μm2 electrodes of type B, see Fig. 4b), with a 100 nmAZO current collector on top of 200 nmGDC-20. The width of the current collector fingers
was 15 μmwith a spacing of 11.7 μm. Themeasured electrode 1 is the same as in Fig. 5, theneighbouring electrode is pristine, butwas exposed to the same temperature and atmosphere. b)
EDX spectra of the electrodes shown in a); note the depletion of Zn in the measured electrode.
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However, due to practical reasons, only the chemical capacitance of
the GDC layer is considered a valid measure, which should be briefly ar-
gued in the following. The asymmetric heating stage used causes the
contacted microelectrodes to be at a considerably lower temperature
due to the cooling effect of the needle, an effect that is especially pro-
nounced for electrodes of diameters below 50 μm [16]. The YSZ bulk
conductivity [42] and theGDC polarization resistance [43] are thermally
activated processes; hence, both are unfit for comparison of different
microelectrode sizes. Moreover, the polarization resistance is prone to
long term degradation effects probably due to Si segregation [44], cf.
Fig. 8, thus being also rather impractical for comparing size effects.
Fig. 7.Model of electronic and ionic charge transport inmodel compositemicroelectrodes. a) Top
4d) for a side view; b)Magnification of radial current collector strip, orthogonal strips are not sh
reaction to happen along the whole diameter of the electrode; c) Insufficient electronic condu
microelectrode. d) Equivalent circuit describing the processes shown in b) and c): Electronic t
(green) described by the polarization resistance parallel to the chemical capacitance of GDC
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this artic
The chemical capacitance, however, is only weakly thermally activated
[45] and, being a property of the GDC bulk [39], not affected by surface
impurities. Furthermore, as stated above, the YSZ bulk resistance is not
explicitly extracted with the equivalent circuit in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9 the chemical capacitance of GDC microelectrodes of type A,
B and C are plotted against the electrode surface area. As explained
above since the GDC layer of all the electrodes is of the same thickness
it should scale linearly with the electrode area, if the complete electrode
area is probed by the current collector. This is indeed the case for all
three electrode types. The volume specific chemical capacitance was
calculated from the slope of the regression lines in Fig. 9. The values
viewof a contactedmicroelectrodewith a grid shaped current collector; compare also Fig.
own, the good electronic conductivity of the current collector allows the surface exchange
ctivity in the current collector phase limits the active surface in the radial direction of the
ransport in the current collector phase (blue), surface oxygen exchange reaction on GDC
[38–40] and oxygen ion transport in the YSZ substrate (red). (For interpretation of the
le.)



Fig. 8. Nyquist plots of electrochemical impedance spectra taken on 300 μm diameter
electrode of type C, see Fig. 4b), with a 200 nm STN-982 current collector on 200 nm
GDC-20 and an additional buried 100 nm thick Pt current collector. The current collector
grids both were of 10 μm width and 10 μm spacing, see micrograph inset. The two
spectra are taken 70 h apart on the same electrode, showcasing the degradation
phenomena. The equivalent circuit to fit the data points is plotted in the inset in the top
right, the fits to the data are shown as solid lines. Measurements were performed in a
symmetrically heated setup and a gas atmosphere of humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with
a ratio of hydrogen to water of 1:1. The complete data of the polarization resistance
degradation, also involving sulphur poisoning, is shown in Fig. 10c).

Table 2
Volume specific chemical capacitances Cchem/m3 calculated from the slope of the
regression lines in Fig. 9, divided by the film thickness of 200 nm. Relative errors
of 10% are estimated from inaccuracies in layer thickness, electrode diameter and
fit accuracy.

Volume specific Cchem [F/m3]

Electrode type A 2.5 × 108 ± 0.3 × 108

Electrode type B 2.0 × 108 ± 0.2 × 108

Electrode type C 2.2 × 108 ± 0.2 × 108
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are given in Table 2 and agree reasonably for each electrode type. These
results prove that at least in microelectrode experiments, STN-982 per-
forms as efficient as platinum as a current collector.

3.3. Sulphur tolerance of microelectrodes with STN-982 current collectors

In Fig. 10 the long term evolutions of the surface polarization resis-
tances of circular GDC composite microelectrodes of type A, B and C –
cf. Fig. 4a), b) and c), respectively – during a sulphur poisoning experi-
ment are plotted. All three electrodes exhibit comparable initial surface
resistances, which have been corrected to account for the coverage of
the STN-982 grid on layers B and C. Additionally, each electrode shows
a linear degradation rate with time before the actual sulphur poisoning
is started, cf. Fig. 6 and see Table 3 for the values. The initial degradation
Fig. 9. Chemical capacitance of electrodes of type A, B and C, see Fig. 4, as a function of
electrode area and linear regressions. Electrode diameter is plotted on the top X axis;
the inset shows a micrograph of differently sized electrodes of type A as an example. All
GDC layers were of 200 nm thickness, the oxidic current collectors of type B and C were
200 nm of STN-982. All current collector grids had a width and spacing of 10 μm.
Relative errors of 10% are included in the plot, estimated from inaccuracies in layer
thickness, electrode diameter and fits of the corresponding impedance spectra.
Measurements were performed at 750 °C in an asymmetrically heated setup in a gas
atmosphere of humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of hydrogen to water of 1:1.

Fig. 10. Long term evolution of the surface polarization resistance during sulphur
poisoning experiments of different electrode types, see Fig. 4, a) Type A, b) Type B and
c) Type C, the GDC layers were of 200 nm thickness, the current collector of A is 100 nm
Pt, the oxide current collectors of electrodes B and C were made of 200 nm of STN-982.
Measurements were performed at 750 °C in a symmetrically heated setup in a gas
atmosphere of humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of hydrogen to water of 1:1.



Table 3
Initial surface polarization resistances and degradation rates, before, during and after a sulphur poisoning phase corresponding to the data plotted in Fig. 10. Electrode types A, B, and C are
described in Fig. 4, the oxidic current collectorwas STN-982 on electrodes B and C. The thickness of the GDC-20 layerwas 200 nm, that of the Pt grid 100 nmon5 nmTi. Each electrodewas
300 μm in diameter, the current collector grids were of 10 μm width with 10 × 10 μm holes. Measurements were performed at 750 °C in humidified ~2.5 vol% H2 in Ar, with a ratio of
hydrogen to water of 1:1. The concentration of hydrogen sulphide during the poisoning phase was 10 ppm.

Initial resistance [Ω × cm2]

Degradation rate

Before sulphur poisoning [Ω × cm2/h] During sulphur poisoning [Ω × cm2/h] After sulphur poisoning [Ω × cm2/h]

Electrode A 10 0.5 4.2 0.2
Electrode B 3 0.7 1.5 0.4
Electrode C 4 0.2 0.3 0.1
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rates are extrapolated as dashed lines in Fig. 10. Results of one of our re-
cent studies strongly suggested that this continuous decrease is caused
by an accumulation of a siliceous phase on the surface of the GDC layer
[44], which either originates from the quartz parts of the setup [46], the
YSZ single crystal [47,48] or the GDC itself [10].

As soon as 10 ppm hydrogen sulphide is mixed into the gas atmo-
sphere, a fast step-like increase is observed on all three samples follow-
ed by a regime of an increased predominantly linear degradation rate;
the values are listed in Table 3. Upon closing the hydrogen sulphide
gas supply, it is obvious that electrode A retains irreversible surface re-
sistance degradation from the sulphur poisoning experiment, at least in
the time monitored in this experiment. In a previous study on elec-
trodes of typeA, this behaviourwas explained byH2S adsorption and in-
corporation of sulphide ions into the GDC lattice [44], where the
adsorption is reversible, but theGDCbulk changes takes longer to recov-
er. This interpretation is in agreementwith the results of a study on sul-
phur sorbents based on ceria, where a very similar time dependence for
sulphur uptake and adsorption is found as in Fig. 10a) for the surface re-
sistance [49]. Furthermore, another study on methane oxidation found
two processes involved in the interaction of H2S with ceria: A fast pro-
cess ascribed to adsorption and a slower one associated with sulphur
dissolution in the ceria bulk [50]. This sulphur scavenging effect was
also used for explaining the enhanced sulphur resiliance of ceria or
doped ceria modified porous Ni/YSZ SOFC anodes compared to unmod-
ified ones [51]. In contrast, electrodes B and C quickly recover complete-
ly from the resistance increase during sulphur poisoning, as shown by
the agreement of the resistance values after the poisoning phase with
the extrapolated Si-associated degradation rate discussed before, see
Fig. 10b) and c). In literature a promotional effect of hydrogen sulphide
onmethane conversion on a porous LST-46/YSZ anode has been report-
ed [13]. It is postulated that the titanate dissociates hydrogen sulphide
and becomes covered with a sulphur species [52,53], which exhibits
catalytical activity. However, whether or not this mechanism is applica-
ble in the present case cannot be judged unambiguously from the data
available so far. Nevertheless, STN-982 seems to protect the GDC layer
from irreversible degradation by sulphur poisoning. The elucidation of
the exact mechanism will have to be a topic of a future study.

4. Conclusions

Conductivities of electronically conducting oxides, including La and
Nb doped strontium titanates and alumina doped zinc oxide, weremea-
sured by the van der Pauwmethod. The best performingmaterials were
incorporated as current collectors into model-composite microelec-
trodes based on GDC-20 and tested for stability in reducing atmo-
spheres and the ability to transport charge to the whole electrode.
Niobium doped strontium titanate (STN-982) showed comparable per-
formance to platinum when used as a current collector, even though
some conductivity degradationwas encountered after repeated thermal
cycling. In a sulphur poisoning experiment the GDC microelectrodes
using STN-982 current collectors showed no sulphur related irreversible
degradation effect, while the surface polarization resistance of a model
composite electrode with only burried Pt current collectors retained
some of the sulphur induced resistance increase. These results show
that fully oxidic SOFC composite anodes of doped STO and GDC may
offer significant advantages over the standard Ni/YSZ cermet regarding
sulphur poisoning and, due to the absence of ametallic phase, improved
redox cycling stability.
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